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Italy praises the fatherhood of countless inventions that contributed to change the 
social, cultural, scientific and anthropology history. Cremona is, in some way, one of 
the most dynamic centres for the cultural changes that our culture knows. 
Music is the environment where the boldest revolutions that see our city as the 
protagonist, happen. Claudio Monteverdi was born here, in 1567. 
Revolutionary, genie, visionary, brave opera father. He kickstarted the genre that, 
more than ever else, thrills humanity for centuries and makes us famous all over the 
world, with thousands of theatres spread in every city, composers of all ages, and 
performers that will remain in our memory, forever. 
Thank you Claudio for giving us... the Opera! 
 
 
 
 
 



Friday 16 June h. 20.00 OPERA 
Friday 23 June h. 20.00  
Teatro A. Ponchielli 

L’INCORONAZIONE DI POPPEA 
Music drama in a prologue and three acts 

music by Claudio Monteverdi 

poetry by Giovanni Francesco Busenello 

Concermaster and conductor Antonio Greco 

direction, scenes, costumes and lights Pier Luigi Pizzi 
Orchestra Monteverdi Festival – Cremona Antiqua 

new staging by Fondazione Teatro Amilcare Ponchielli 

in coproduction with 

Opera Lombardia, Teatro Verdi di Pisa, Fondazione Ravenna Manifestazioni 

– Teatro Alighieri di Ravenna 

 

380 years after its first execution, L'incoronazione di Poppea still engages today, thanks to an intriguing plot 
with hot-tempered and passionate characters. Monteverdi and his librettist Gian Francesco Busenello 
present, for the first time in musical theatre history, historical and not mythological events. The story fast 
unravels itself through uncontrolled ambitions, murderers and a sensuality that doesn't know perseverance 
or remorse, displaying indifference to ethical decree that arouses astonishment also keeping in mind 
seventeenth-century Venice costumes. 
 
 
 

 
Saturday 17 June h. 20.30 CONCERTS 
Auditorium G. Arvedi (Museo del Violino) 

ROMA TRAVESTITA 
Music by C. Monteverdi, A. Corelli, A. Scarlatti, G. Arena,  
N. Porpora, B. Galuppi, J.A. Hasse, N. Piccinni, G. Bononcini,  
A. Vivaldi  
 
 

Bruno de Sá, sopranista 

Il Pomo d’Oro 
Francesco Corti, harpsichord and conductor 
 
 
With the concert Roma Travestita the sopranista Bruno de Sá will make us 
listen to a repertoire that matches the historical period when women weren't 

allowed to perform in Theatres in Rome and men performed women's opera roles. The concert sees the 
precious presence of Il Pomo d’Oro orchestra conducted by Francesco Corti and the program sees the 
execution of Arias from Monteverdi, Vivaldi, Scarlatti, Galuppi, Corelli, Porpora and Piccinni operas and of 
less known authors as well as Bononcini, Arena, Hasse. 



Saturday 18 June h. 20.30 CONCERTS 

S. Agostino Church 

COME VEGGIAMO USARSI  

NE’ MADRIGALI MODERNI 
Music by C. Monteverdi, G.B. Fontana, M. Uccellini  
Concerto Italiano  
Rinaldo Alessandrini, harpsichord and conductor 
 
Concerto Italiano and Rinaldo Alessandrini offer a glance at Monteverdi's 
madrigalist production, from the first to the VIII Book. In this concert we 
can deduce how Monteverdi slowly adheres and adapts to the 
environment and the trends that surround him. The Fourth Book sets off a 
crucial change in his musical attitude, going with decision to a different 
functionality between music and texts, until the total stylistic 

consciousness of the VIII Book, through the cataloguing of genres and styles. 
 
 
 

 
Thursday 22 June h. 20.30 CONCERTS 
S. Agostino Church 

LA SERA DEL COMBATTIMENTO 
Reenactmen of the first execution of 
the Combattimento di Tancredi e Clorinda, preceded 
by Madrigali "senza gesto” 
Music by C. Monteverdi, S.Rossi, D.Castello, B.Marini 
 

La Fonte Musica 
Michele Pasotti tiorba and conductor 
 

New production Monteverdi Festival 

A Carnival night in 1926, at Girolamo Mocenigo's house in Venice, has been performed a "canto di genere 
non più visto né udito". This is the preface that Monteverdi writes to the VIII book, with a surprising 
awareness of the uniqueness of his Combattimento. Monteverdi gives some indications on how to execute 
his work: he says that, before the Combattimento, to highlight its theatricality and news, it will be necessary 
to execute some not representative Madrigali, without gestures, polyphony that will cede to the drama in 
music, to the compassion. 
Indeed, in a part of the Room, presumably far from the place of Madrigali, the action, the representation, 
the gesture and the Text that tells a story will come in; two actors that sing a few verses will get on the scene 
that, until that moment, is almost blind. After some indication about the entrance of Clorinda and Tancredi, 
clear information are given on the musician and on the theatre’s man, as well as on how the text has to be 
pronounced: clearly, determined and well pronounced. This is how Monteverdi wants this text to be played 
and executed and we will abide to this information for our representation because this description is also 
the memory of a remarkable execution of the Combattimento. Following this trace left from Monteverdi 
with a reproposition of the Sera del Combattimento preceded by "Madrigali senza gesto" is the attempt to 
renovate the astonishment and the emotion that this extraordinary composition raised a night of four-
hundred years ago. 

 
 
 
 
 



 
Saturday 24 June h. 20.30 CONCERTS 
Teatro A. Ponchielli 

LA MUSICA E LE RAGIONI DELL’ANIMA 

Lyric Monologue with Kieran White 

Music by C. Monteverdi, F. Cavalli, G, Carissimi 
 

Kieran White, Haute - Contre 

Marcio da Silva, musical director and conductor 

Francesco Vitali, costumes, scenes, light designer 

Alec Boreham, scene assistant 

Giardino22 ArtLab Milano, video project 

Ensemble OrQuesta 
 

New Production MonteverdiFestival 

The Haute-Contre Kieran White explores the various sides of twelve different characters in a baroque, 
almost dramatic, "gioco di canzoni"(songs game), based on 12 phases of life, each one represented by a 
musical "affetto" (emotion): Giocosità (Cheerfulness), Gioia (Joy), Lussuria (Lust), Amore (Love), Coraggio 
(Courage), Disillusione (Disenchantment), Dipendenza (Dependence), Paura (Fear), Rabbia (Angry), 
Disperazione (Desperation), Tristezza (Sadness) and Isolamento (Isolation). Here “le ragioni dell’anima" 
(soul's reasons), quoting the concert title, or to better say of this musical monologue, are the reason and 
the purpose of the "affetti", of the emotions that emerge through the music, and they are represented also 
by 12 points in time that punctuate its life, from its birth to its death. In the opposite action, the character 
starts his travel dressed, undresses his burden over the course of time and, at the end, remains "naked", 
without emotions, thoughts, or any preconception. Everyone can find in it his own conscience, his own 
atavistic essence in the moment of creation. Everything rotates around a number and to its absolute 
significance, the 12. The scenic action takes place in a bright circle, where the time is beaten and, without 
direction, shows the divine strength linked, for forever, to the sky. Our character is, as Leonardo da Vinci 
Vitruvian Man, inside his own "infinite", into the womb that remembers him and us how fragile our essence 
is. His existence fragments are here portrayed and told using Claudio Monteverdi and his contemporary' 
music magic. 

 

Sunday 25 June h. 20.30 CONCERTS 
S. Agostino Church 

MONTEVERDI SACRED MUSIC 
Music by C. Monteverdi 
 

Monteverdi Choir e Consort Soloists 
English Baroque Soloists 

John Eliot Gardiner, conductor 

 
The last great publishing by Monteverdi, the Selva morale e spirituale (1640-41) and Messa and Salmi 
(posthumously published in 1650) collect the most important sacred plays composed in the last decades of 
his life. These pieces foresee a rich variety of compositions and include plays for choir and for soloist voices 
in a madrigalistic style. The theme of the life weakness, revealed from the program proposed by Maestro 
Sir John Eliot Gardiner and from his most famous assortments, reveals to us also the strict connections 
between sacred and profane: the tragic Pianto della Madonna is a sacred version of the lamento dell'eroina 
from the second Monteverdi play, L'Arianna.  
 
 



 

 

An imaginary journey in some historical, religious and civil places of the city, precious musical 
appointments in the company not only of Claudio Monteverdi's music but also of other composers 
connected to him for genres, period and similar musical experiences. Programs that see instrumental and 
vocal groups with refined interpreters and musicians specialised in the early repertoire.  

Saturday 17 June h. 11.00 – S. Omobono Church 

SERENISSIMA DA TERRA E MARE  
Vocal and instrumental music of the Venetian XVII Century, from Cremona to Venice 
 

Gli Animosi del Monteverdi 
by Conservatorio Statale “Claudio Monteverdi” 

Between virtuosity and simplicity, an explosion of energy and dynamic contrasts, Gli Animosi del 
Monteverdi, ensemble to variable structure born amidst the Cremona Conservatory thanks to the antique 
music laboratory, will pay homage to vocal and instrumental music composer of the Venetian seventeenth-
century, from Cremona to Venice. 
free admission 
 
Saturday 17 June h. 18.30 – Palazzo Fodri 

MONTEVERDI WORLD  
La Magia del Divin Claudio alle più diverse latitudini 
musiche C. Monteverdi, T. Merula 
 

Guo Gan, ehru 
Fabio Turchetti, bandoneon 
Alberto Venturini, percussion 

The project "Monteverdi world" was born from the premise that Divin Claudio's music magic works when 
played from instruments of any continent on the Earth. In this way is precious the collaboration of Turchetti 
with Guo Gan, Chinese Two strings violin (ehru) Maestro that praises a star curriculum. 
Turchetti's attention for Tarquinio Merula's music and for Cremona's barocco dates back to 2007 when with 
his ensemble recorded, at the Filodrammatici Theatre of Cremona, the project "Capricci cremonesi". Guo 
Gan, as well as Turchetti, is a musician profoundly tied to his roots. 
The word "world" in this meaning reveals an attitude to make the music a meeting and exchange terrain 
through different cultures. 

ticket: € 15,00 



 

Friday 23 June h. 18.30 – Palazzo Fodri  

CHROMATICA MONTEVERDI 
Music by C. Monteverdi, S. Landi, G. Caccini 
 

Fedra Ensemble 
Simona Severini, voice and acoustic guitar 
Daniele Richiedei, violin and viola 
Giulio Corini, double bass 
Peo Alfonsi, classic guitar 
 

Monteverdi's profane music (Canti Amorosi, Madrigali and Scherzi Musicali a Voce Sola) is the fulcrum of 
this concert dedicated to Italy between the sixteenth and the seventeenth century. Fedra, with its 
unmistakable trademark characterised by a taste for simplicity and refinement, reads these scores in an 
elegant but energetic mix of jazz, folk and contemporaneity. 
ticket: € 15,00 
 
 
Saturday 24 June h. 11.00 – S. Omobono Church 

CANTANDO CON JOSQUIN 

Open and partecipated lesson 

Music by G. P. da Palestrina, J. Desprez 
 
Coro Monteverdi Festival – Cremona Antiqua 
conductor Antonio Greco 
 
The audience of the lesson, through the cantus firmus, became the pillar of the sound architecture of these 
great European Renaissance masterpieces... the solid base where also Holy Claudio compositions layed on. 
free admission 
 
 
Saturday 24 June h. 18.30 – Palazzo Guazzoni Zaccaria 

A DOI TENORI  
Music by C. Monteverdi, G. Frescobaldi, G. Rovetta, G.G. Kapsberger 
 

Raffaele Giordani e Roberto Rilievi, tenor 
Orchestra Monteverdi Festival – Cremona Antiqua Soloists  
Mauro Pinciaroli, tiorba – Luigi Accardo, harpsichord 
 
The project was born through the scenographies of the Orfeo represented at the A. Ponchielli Theatre in 
2021, from an idea of the tenors Raffaele Giordani and Roberto Rilievi. Singing ventures and misery of the 
Arcadian lovers, Orfeo's friends lead us through Monteverdi's woods, walking in perfect balance through 
virtuous landscapes and recitar cantando, dealing with the most beautiful madrigalists pages written for 
two voices, severely... in tenor key! 
ticket: € 15,00 
 
 
Sunday 25 June h. 11.00 – S. Agostino Church 

CANTUS FIRMI  
Music by G. P. Da Palestrina, J. Desprez 
 

Coro Monteverdi Festival - Cremona Antiqua 
conductor Antonio Greco 
 
This concert presents in all its splendour the pieces dealt with in the participated lesson on Saturday 24 
June, "Cantando con Josquin"; the audience will be able to enjoy the wonderful complexity of this music, 
identifying and appreciating the inner working that goes beyond the sum of the individual parts. 
ticket: € 15,00 
 



 

Sunday 25 June h. 18.30 – Palazzo Guazzoni Zaccaria 

CANTAR PER SCHERZO  
Music by O. Di Lasso 
 

Passi Sparsi 
Marta Rook, soprano 
Cora Mariani, mezzosoprano 
Neri Landi, tenor 
Lorenzo Tosi, basso  
 
Cantar per scherzo is entirely dedicated to the collection Libro de villanelle, moresche er altre canzoni and 
to other Italian works of Orlando di Lasso. All the program pieces, of different genres, are pooled in their 
theatre aspect: they have to be seen as little representation of sixteenth-century daily life in mocking and 
ironic key, where the musical language is the frame as well as the brush with whom every scene is 
described and efficaciously dramatized. 
ticket: € 15,00 
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A Monteverdi as you have never seen, heard and savoured before. A unique proposal, in a historical place 
that has an inestimable artistic and cultural value, and whose foundation dates back to 1496. Arnalta Cafè 
proposes a show to discover a splendid, ironic, funny Monteverdi all accompanied by the interesting 
proposal to taste dishes inspired by the sixteenth-century kitchen in a fascinating and suggestive scenery. 

 
Saturday 17 June h. 22.30 – Aquila Nera restaurant (Palazzo Trecchi) 
Saturday 24 June h. 22.30 – Aquila Nera restaurant (Palazzo Trecchi) 

ARNALTA CAFÈ  
Music by C. Monteverdi, J. Melani, M.A. Ziani, A. Cesti, A. Steffani, A. Sartorio, F. Cavalli,  
C. Pallavicino 
 

Luca Cervoni, tenor 
Concerto Romano 
Alessandro Quarta, harpsichord and conductor 
 

The nurturer in the seventeenth-century musical plays seen as a Cabaret diva. In this way, it was 
born Arnalta cafè. The show, which is named after one of the main characters of Incoronazione di Poppea 
by Claudio Monteverdi, proposes a lively and brilliant collection of nurturer monologues of Italian baroque 
compositions. 
An 'en travesti' comedy that will talk about the needs of love of the getting on woman, of the nostalgia for a 
beauty by now vanished, but that won't miss cynism and stabs, pieces of advice and wisdom pills for the 
young girls that approach life. An original mix where baroque music wisely blends with the cafè chantant 
for a funny and unusual night! 

 
 
 
 
 



 
 

#MONTEVERDINIGHT 

While awaiting Arnalta Cafè, the night will be preceeded by a "Holy" dinner, at the Aquila nera restaurant 
(Palazzo Trecchi). It will be possible to try culinary delights inspired by Holy Claudio. 

An event rich in music, show and great food that will bring to life an experience that will be able to involve 
and enchant!  

 
Saturday 17 June h. 21.30 – Aquila nera restaurant (Palazzo Trecchi) 
Saturday 24 June h. 21.30 – Aquila nera restaurant (Palazzo Trecchi) 

……HAVING DINNER WITH CLAUDIO 

 
 

The show ARNALTA CAFÈ is in exclusive match with dinner: 
ticket (dinner + concert) € 60,00 (€ 40,00 dinner; € 15,00 concert) 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 



 
 

 

An involving event, a leap in the Renaissance with the popular dances of the Company "Il Lauro". Piazza 
Marconi and Piazza Roma will transform themselves into a sixteenth-century court and we will be captured 
by the music and by engaging choreographies.  

 

Saturday 17 June h. 22.00 – Piazza G. Marconi 
Saturday 24 June h. 22.00 – Giardini di Piazza Roma  

IL BEL DANZAR CHE CON VIRTÚ S’ACQUISTA  
 

Compagnia Il Lauro 

Sixteenth and seventeenth-century folk dances 

 
“Il bel danzar che con virtù s’acquista 

per dar piacer all’anima gentile 
conforta il cuore e fal più signorile 
e porge con dolcezza allegra vista” 

"IL LAURO" was born in Sansepolcro in 2001, with the aim to promote Renaissance culture, customs and 
traditions through dances that have been accurately reenacted through treaties of the most known Middle 
Ages Master of court. 

The group is formed by people that share a common passion for Middle Ages history and cultures. 

Choreographer is Gloria Giordano, teacher of "Teoria della danza" at the National Dance Academy of 
Rome. Il Lauro executes a repertoire of Folk and court dances from the Middle Ages to the end of the 15th 
Century and is an active presence in the field of Middle Ages events all over Italy. 

 
Free events 

 
 
 
 



 

Antique Music Master Workshop 
with Antonio Greco, Mauro Borgioni and Mauro Pinciaroli 

Cremona, 12-18 June 2023 

The Foundation Teatro Amilcare Ponchielli of Cremona organizes, as part of the edition of the 
Monteverdi Festival 2023, a RESIDENCE of early music, with the intention of deepening the 
repertoire of the XVI and XVII centuries in Italy with particular reference to the figure of Claudio 
Monteverdi, according to a historically informed practice. 

The Masters will hold the Workshop dedicated to musical practice for ensembles 

- The selection of participants will be through the evaluation of an audio or video recording (max 5 
minutes) and the curriculum vitae 

- All applicants must attach their detailed curriculum vitae to the application form, to be sent 
before 12.00 of Monday 3 April to the address lorenzo.delpecchia@teatroponchielli.it  

- The shortlist of candidates admitted to the workshop will be communicated by e-mail by Monday 
17 April. Hearers are also admitted, with the permission of the Direction of the Theatre. 

For further information: 
lorenzo.delpecchia@teatroponchielli.it 
+39 0372 022010/011 

At the conclusion of the project, the Ensemble will hold a series of concerts scheduled for Sunday 18 
June. in collaboration with Fondazione Ghislieri - Centro di Musica Antica. 

 
The program, location and time, will be online on our website and on our social 

 
 

 

 

mailto:lorenzo.delpecchia@teatroponchielli.it
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TICKETS 

L’incoronazione di Poppea  
(16 June – 23 June 2023) 

FULL REDUCED* 

Stalls and boxes € 60,00 € 55,00 
Gallery € 40,00 € 35,00 
Loggione € 22,00  
Students tickets **(assigned seat) € 15,00  
 

Roma Travestita (17 June 2023) FULL REDUCED* 
Assigned seat € 30,00 € 26,00 
Students tickets € 12,00  
 

Concerto Italiano (18 June 2023) 
La Fonte Musica (22 June 2023) 

FULL REDUCED* 

Not assigned seat € 30,00 € 26,00 
Students tickets **(not assigned seat) € 12,00  
 

La musica e Le ragioni dell’anima (24 June 2023) FULL REDUCED* 
Stalls and boxes € 30,00 € 26,00 
Gallery € 26,00 € 22,00 
Loggione € 22,00 € 18,00 
Students tickets **(assigned seat) € 12,00  
 

Monteverdi Sacred Music (25 June 2023) FULL REDUCED* 
Not assigned seat € 60,00 € 55,00 
Students tickets **(not assigned seat) € 15,00  
 
 

#monteverdincursioni 
Concert of 17 June h. 18.30 
Concert of 23 June h. 18.30 
Concert of 24 June h. 18.30 
Concerts of 25 June (h. 11.00, h. 18.30) 

FULL 

Not assigned seat  € 15,00 
 

 
 
 
*REDUCED 

Reduced ticket for: Fai, Touring Club Welcome Card and CartaEffe La Feltrinelli cards owners, junior under 30, organized 
groups (more than 15 people) 
** STUDENTS TICKET reduction for under-30 students 

 
Tickets on sale from 13th March 
 



 
 

Venice, Mantua, Cremona: the three main cities of Claudio 

Monteverdi's life 

from 14th to 18th June 2023 
 

A journey, an “upstream route” to travel through the same itinerary again made several times by 
Monteverdi himself, starting from the Venetian Republic, last destination of the composer, probably the 
most desired, to reach Mantova where the Divine Claudio lived at the Gonzaga court, and to finally arrive in 
Cremona, his hometown, on the Festival inauguration day. 

 
A sweet and slow wandering, as the river’s waters, to discover landscapes, art, culture and music. 

Discover more: 
https://www.guindaniviaggi.it/countercurrent (English) 
 
More information: tel. +39 0372 462030 (lun /ven 9.00-12.20 e 14.30 /19.00; sab 9.30-12.00);  
info@guindaniviaggi.it 

 
 
 
https://www.guindaniviaggi.it/controcorrente (ITALIANO) 
https://www.guindaniviaggi.it/stromaufwaerts (TEDESCO) 
https://www.guindaniviaggi.it/contrecourant (FRANCESE) 
https://www.guindaniviaggi.it/countercurrent (INGLESE) 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

https://urlsand.esvalabs.com/?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.guindaniviaggi.it%2Fcountercurrent&e=277b0487&h=c4e28e62&f=y&p=y
https://urlsand.esvalabs.com/?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.guindaniviaggi.it%2Fcontrocorrente&e=277b0487&h=78074755&f=y&p=y
https://urlsand.esvalabs.com/?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.guindaniviaggi.it%2Fstromaufwaerts&e=277b0487&h=0d4df784&f=y&p=y
https://urlsand.esvalabs.com/?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.guindaniviaggi.it%2Fcontrecourant&e=277b0487&h=f5477cfa&f=y&p=y
https://urlsand.esvalabs.com/?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.guindaniviaggi.it%2Fcountercurrent&e=277b0487&h=c4e28e62&f=y&p=y


 
 

16 -25 June 2023 
On the occasion of Monteverdi Festival, from 16 to 25 June, it will be possible, in 

collaboration with CrArt, to discover Cremona and its artistic and musical thanks to 
ad hoc organized tours for all the Festival time. 

 
in collaboration with 

 

 
 
 
 
 



 

FESTIVAL LOCATIONS 
 

 

A. PONCHIELLI THEATRE 

The first public theater of Cremona dates back to 1747, where the current 
Ponchielli Theatre stands, by Giovanni Battista Zaist, with a completely 
wooden structure, which was destroyed by a fire in 1806. The 
reconstruction was carried out by Luigi Canonica, a pupil of Piermarini, but 
a second fire damaged it in 1824: the immediate restoration was signed by 
Faustino Rodi and Luigi Voghera. Further interventions were carried out 
during the nineteenth century and in the first half of the past century. 
Acquired by the municipal property in 1986, the Theater of Cremona was 
named after Amilcare Ponchielli since the beginning of the 20th century. 

 
 
 

 

AUDITORIUM G. ARVEDI (MdV) 

The Giovanni Arvedi Auditorium of the Violin Museum is a jewel of 
acoustic engineering. The room was created in the original Salone delle 
Adunate of Palazzo dell'Arte, a building built in 1941 by the rationalist 
architect Carlo Cocchia. The renovation projet was cured by the 
engenieer Yasuhisa Toyota of the Nagata Acoustics studio and by 
ARKPABI – Architectural firm by Giorgio Palù and Michele Bianchi, 
between the world’s greatest experts in the field., and the hall was 
inaugurated in 2013. In this magical place, acoustics and architecture 
interact through the image of sound wave that propagates in space. The 
Giovanni Arvedi Auditorium is part of the Violin Museum formerly 
"Palazzo dell'Arte", a building built in 1941 by the rationalist architect 

Carlo Cocchia. 
 

 

S. AGOSTINO CHURCH 

Built between 1339 and 1345 incorporating the previous church of S. 
Giacomo in Braida, the current building was built by the hermit fathers 
of S. Agostino, and underwent extensive remodelling of the internal 
spaces in 1553, retaining its original form. 
In 1734 Franco-Piedmontese troops transformed the church into a 
hospital. When they left, in 1736, work began to rearrange the building, 
but with the advent of the Cisalpine Republic, the convent was 
destroyed in 1813. Important interventions involving the chapels were 
carried out between 1951 and 1953. The church is rich in important 

works of art, such as the frescoes by Bonifacio Bembo in the Cavalcabò Chapel, the splendid board by Perugino, now 
placed on the fifth altar and created in 1494 and the Chapel of the Passion of Christ, one of the masterpieces of the 
Cremona Baroque, created by Giovanni Battista Barbarini from Como in 1666 and that depicts the Passion of Christ with 
a group of statues of great scenographic effect, created with a particular technique using poor material such as stucco. 

 
 

 

 

 

 



 

S. OMOBONO CHURCH 

Saint Omobono's little square, where the church is built, covers a 
cemetery that then became a mass grave during the 1630 
plague. The church, initially dedicated to Saint Egidio, was titled 
the city's patron saint because there the Saint died during the 
Mass on 13 November 1197. The Saint was buried in the Church 
that was built around 1000. The Church underwent to various 
modifications at the end of the fifteenth century and the façade 
was rebuilt in 1602. The inside has scenographic fresco 
decorations made by Cremona painters Angelo Borroni and 
Giovanni Battista Zaist. The dome, painted with the Gloria di S. 
Omobono was painted by Giovanni Angelo Borroni. Saint 

Omobono's body remained in the Church until 1614 when, together with other remains from other city’s 
churches, was moved to the cathedral crypt.  
 
 

PALAZZO TRECCHI 

A historical building of priceless artistic and cultural value, 
which foundation dates back to 1496, is in the old town centre 
of Cremona. The scenery is a suggestive and fascinating ancient 
court with ogival arches through which we can access to the 
historical rooms that maintained the original frescoes and 
ceiling coffers. The palace has numerous historical rooms, 
different in styles, colours, capacity and historical era as  Sala 
del Teatro, la Galleria delle armi. 
 

 

 

 

PALAZZO GUAZZONI ZACCARIA  

Dates back to the second half of the fifteenth century, built by 
mercenary captain Guazzoni, of Cremona origin. Through the 
centuries the palace underwent some modification until the 
renovation of 1920 by Giandomenico Martinelli. The actual owner 
bought the palace in 2013 and provided to make a preservative 
restoration of the whole structure. 
 
 
 
 

 

PALAZZO FODRI 

Even though the columns were commissioned already 4 years 
before, it’s probable that the actual Palazzo Fodri building began 
around 1490, when Benedetto Fodri appointed Guglielmo De 
Lera for the ancestral palace reform. The building remained 
property of the Fodri family until 1578 when it was sold, together 
with some adjacent houses, to the nun of the Santa Marta in 
Valverde cloister. After the cloister suppression in 1785, Palazzo 
Fodri's property passed to Sacro Monte di Pietà. The building 
renovation started in 1930 and ended before 1932. 
 

 
 
 



 

16/25 JUNE 

MONTEVERDIFESTIVALCREMONA.IT 

TEATROPONCHIELLI.IT 

 

 

Follow us 
 

     
 
Info:  
Fondazione Teatro Ponchielli – C.so Vittorio Emanuele II, 52 – 26100 CREMONA 
Biglietteria: (lun-ven10.00–18.00, sab 10.00–13.00) tel. +39 (0)372 022001/002 – 
biglietteria@teatroponchielli.ti 
Biglietteria online: www.vivaticket.com 
Segreteria tel. +39 (0)372 022010/11 – info@teatroponchielli.it 

mailto:biglietteria@teatroponchielli.ti

